Purpose: Built to flouris

ELEVATING THE SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
Countless brands have existed for decades—and financially flour hed as well—even without a
purpose that ties directly to societal good. However, two global trends suggest organizations can do
better than “well” by ensuring their enterprise purpose and ensuing CSR initiatives are focused on
making the world a better place. These trends are:
• The world is shifting to the social enterprise: The social enterprise’s mission combines profi
with societal impact. We see businesses trending in this direction as CEOs most often cite “impact
on society, including income inequality, diversity, and the environment” as their most important
success measure.4 It’s not just CEOs either—millennials and Generation Z are most likely to
support companies that share their values and walk away from those that don’t hold themselves
accountable to these values.5
• The world is looking to businesses for solutions: According to the Edelman Trust Barometer,
which surveyed 34,000 individuals in 28 global markets, people see businesses as the most
competent group to solve global issues, even more so than nonprofits and governments 6 Notably,
respondents suggested that stakeholders including communities, consumers, and talent are
most important to an organization’s long-term success (only 13% noted shareholders as the most
important stakeholder).
Increasingly, “brand” represents how people perceive the organization, and consumers are
gravitating toward enterprises that support socially important endeavors. Keeping this in mind,
organizations should infuse a societal dimension to purpose throughout the enterprise to effectivel
answer the call of stakeholders.

Measurement: Staying
true to promises made

BlackRock requests “robust” disclosures from

Our news feeds are peppered with examples of

industry-specific guidelines provided by the

businesses falling short of their grandiose promises.

Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB).8

It’s easy to put something on paper but takes

For those who fall short in these disclosures,

considerably more effort to authentically live out

BlackRock will “increasingly conclude that

those words. Whether it’s a brand upholding its

companies are not adequately managing risk.”9

business decisions with purpose.7 In line with this,
companies regarding how they are adhering to the

promises to its customers or an enterprise

Following these standards, BlackRock “voted

demonstrating its purpose across the value chain,

against or withheld votes from 4,800 directors at

organizations can benefit from promoting KPIs

2,700 different companies” where there was a lack

that ensure they are living out their purpose across

of sustainability disclosures.10

three key dimensions:
KPIs for teams: To truly live out a purpose, the
Ingraining measurement in policies:

workforce needs to live and breathe its values and

Organizations can establish measurable policies

mission. For instance, Alaska Airlines employs

across the enterprise that bolster their purpose

annual engagement surveys to better understand

through key practices. Take United States–based

how its employees perceive the company and

investment management company BlackRock, for

engage in living out its purpose.11 In 2020, its goal

instance. BlackRock CEO Larry Fink once notably

is to ensure engagement scores are 80% or higher

said that purpose and profits are closely linked and,

across company divisions. Organizations can build

as such, require policies that align fundamental

on this method by reporting to boards how these
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engagement scores are trending over time while

their consumers and, in time, all enterprise

simultaneously ensuring that purpose-related

stakeholders. They are:

conversations are a foundational part of
1. Own brand purpose: As marketers are

performance reviews.

traditionally regarded as customer experts,14
Linking profit to purpose: If profit and purpose

they are uniquely positioned to understand and

are linked, organizations should measure purpose-

articulate the higher order “why” behind the

driven outputs to demonstrate the value of adhering

brand’s products and services. Bringing

to a purpose. Further, success helps secure buy-in

the “why” to brand purpose can unlock creativity,

and provides a line of sight into what’s working for

inspire employees, and create differentiation by

the organization. For example, Unilever’s

building an emotional connection with

enterprise purpose is “to make sustainable living

consumers. Marvin, a window and door

commonplace.”12 Living this purpose, Unilever

company, shows how marketers can turn their

measures the performance of its sustainable living

products into a higher-level purpose. Their

products versus the rest of its product portfolio.

purpose: “To imagine and create better ways

The results: “Sustainable Living Brands are growing

of living.”15 Through its brand purpose, Marvin

69% faster than the rest of the business and

articulates how it can take a seemingly
straightforward product, like a window or door,

delivering 75% of the company’s growth.”
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and help people see this purchase as a way to
live a happier and healthier life in their homes.

How marketers can bring
purpose to the forefront of the
enterprise—for the long run

This can be through innovative technology, such
as hidden lock sensors and smart skylights, or
the ability to fine tune every design detail to
help customers build spaces that best reflect

A purpose-driven enterprise can require multiple

their individual personalities, wants, and needs.

facets of the organization to work in concert.
However, we recognize that not all businesses
start from the same place as far as purpose is
concerned. Start-ups can integrate purpose
into their operations from the ground up,
whereas large, legacy companies have a
steeper hill to climb as they pivot to more
purpose-driven endeavors. How marketers
can weave purpose throughout the enterprise
varies depending on the organization’s
maturity and industry.

How marketers can weave
purpose throughout the
enterprise varies depending
on the organization’s
maturity and industry.

Regardless of organizational maturity and the
2. Catalyze the enterprise purpose: If the

industry, CMOs and their marketing organizations

organization is not currently thinking about

can take three steps to bring purpose to life for

enterprise purpose, marketers can catalyze the
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3. Fuse brand and enterprise purpose

conversation by bringing an “outside-in”
perspective to C-suite conversations. This may

where appropriate: Are an organization’s

mean speaking to corporate reputation or

CSR initiatives a major reason its consumers

bringing data to the table that sheds light on

are loyal to its brand? If yes, marketers can work

current perceptions of the company relative to

directly with public relations to help ensure that

the competition.

the messaging for the brand and enterprise
purposes is congruent. If not, marketers can

As noted in our consumer pulsing research

work with the CSR team to strengthen the

(figure 1), consumers are most aware of brands

enterprise’s voice in the marketplace.

that responded to COVID-19 by protecting
employees (44%) and donating products to

Consider Expensify, a corporate credit card and

support a COVID-19 community support

expense reporting company. Expensify started

initiative (40%). Ethias, a large insurer in

with the strong brand purpose of giving busy

Belgium, did exactly this when the pandemic

professionals some time back by making

first hit. Wilfried Neven, the chief digital

expense reporting fast and easy.17 As the

transformation officer of Ethias, said they

company grew in popularity, it was able to

quickly developed three phases of response: “First,

build a larger enterprisewide purpose.

protect the employees; second protect the

Expensify now donates 10% of its card revenue

clients; and third, overall, protect the company.”16

to societal initiatives addressing homelessness,

Beyond moving employees to remote work,

child hunger, and climate change. When

Ethias stood up digital messaging campaigns to

someone books a hotel on its platform,

check in on employee well-being. And to assist

Expensify donates to causes addressing

the community, Ethias employees combined

homelessness, and when someone buys a plane

their digital expertise with their insurance

ticket, it helps plant trees to reduce carbon

ecosystem to develop a COVID-19 volunteer

emissions. Expensify has a strong brand

network through their App4You platform. This

purpose that directs its CSR initiatives.

platform matched volunteers with community
needs—while providing free insurance to the

The COVID-19 pandemic has shown us that

volunteers providing service. In doing so,

companies which know “why” they serve their

Ethias was able to expand its core mission and

stakeholders are uniquely positioned to navigate

purpose across the enterprise—and beyond the

unprecedented change. When purpose is

traditional customer base.

embedded across the entire enterprise,
organizations can live it out across the value chain
to fulfill the hopes of their stakeholders, and
possibly, change the world.
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Three trends that help make
agile marketing a reality

Many marketers are aware that they should
possess the ability to swiftly navigate an
increasingly digital world (see sidebar, “Be the
signal, not the noise”). In another study we

Organizations can position themselves to meet

conducted, where we surveyed 405 C-suite

customer needs better by applying insights derived

executives, 41% said the top outcome they hoped to

from these three trends:

achieve by implementing more digital technologies
customer needs (the highest of all responses). For

HAVING A CLEAR PICTURE
OF THE MARKET

marketing leadership, this represents a watershed

The foundation for agile marketing often requires a

moment. Given the rapid changes in customer

single, unified organizational view of the customer.

engagement expectations, coupled with

This necessitates designing a data system that

customers’ increased appreciation of and

integrates once disparate, cross-organizational

dependence on digital technology, it is now more

datasets into a single customer data platform (CDP).

and platforms was to react more quickly to

important than ever to accelerate—rather than
throttle—investments that empower organizations

What does this entail? At the baseline, organizations

to quickly respond with the most relevant customer

should develop or adopt a platform that connects
data from a variety of channels such as e-commerce

messaging and offers.

and social media; devices such as laptops, mobile
In this article, we lean on a mix of examples from

phones, and tablets; and platforms such as

the field and primary research to help leaders

customer relationship management (CRM) systems

design their own organizational road map toward

to map out customer journeys. This can help them

relevant, agile marketing.

create a more holistic customer experience.1

BE THE SIGNAL, NOT THE NOISE
In a market flooded with content, consumers are exposed to anyt ing between 400 and 10,000
advertisements per day, each vying for their attention.2
Because of this, most content goes unnoticed and those charged with designing and deploying
advertising messages face the unenviable task of rising above the clutter. So, how can marketers
effectively break through the noise
Relevance is what captures audience attention and their ensuing interest. Relevant content connects
a brand to what is top of the mind for consumers when they receive the content. At its core, it can
be as sophisticated as engaging in cultural moments when they happen or as simple as selling snow
tires when it’s snowing.
The art and science of delivering relevant content relies partly on the creative direction of marketers,
and largely on data-driven insights—understanding your customer, keeping track of what’s trending,
and having the real-time delivery capability to craft relevant customer messaging.
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incredibly relevant while designing a channel

leveraging customer feedback to rapidly

strategy that works in concert across the

prototype new offers. Considering the

customer journey. In this context, the CMO and

importance of relevant messaging—coupled

chief information officer (CIO) can better

with a clear understanding of the customer

position their agile strategy by bringing key

journey—there may be no better time to lean on

members of the C-suite—such as the chief sales

sensing technology and social CRM to embrace

officer (CSO)—into the fold early and

rapid execution.

incorporate their needs and insights into the
channel strategy design.

For the first time, the tools to successfully execute
agile marketing are readily available to organizations.

3. Rapidly prototype—and launch—new

Now, it’s upon the CMO to help the C-suite articulate

offers. For agile marketing to be successful,

a vision that brings these tools to life to engage

speed is of paramount importance. Yet, figure 2

with and respond to customer needs as

shows that only 35% of organizations are

they develop.
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Some leading brands today are actively engaging in

At a more micro level, it’s important for brands to
understand their purpose. For instance, global

such self-assessment and making changes to their

furniture company IKEA has a vision to “create a

infrastructure and policies to meet the needs of

better everyday life for the many people—for

society. For example, to address issues of inequality

customers, but also for our coworkers and the

and systematic racism, PepsiCo CEO Ramon

people who work at our suppliers.”8 To help

Laguarta in an open letter talked about the three

develop new home design ideas in an environment

pillars of policy changes—and corresponding

that’s safe for both customers and employees, IKEA

measurable goals—that the company has

offers an augmented reality design room that pairs

implemented.12 Here are some steps PepsiCo has

customers with interior designers and technologies.

taken around each of the three pillars:

It also enables them to walk through their homes
• People: To increase the representation of

and visualize what different combinations of

minorities in its ranks, the company has

products could look like in their living spaces.9

announced a goal to expand its Black

REDESIGNING INFRASTRUCTURE
TO RESPOND TO SOCIETY’S
MOST PRESSING NEEDS

managerial population by 30% by 2025. In
addition, it is focusing on increasing
recruitment efforts with Historically Black

Crises always create opportunities for

colleges and universities.

organizations to reset, innovate, and better serve
• Business partners: PepsiCo also stated that

the needs of individuals and communities. For
instance, consider the devastating effects of

it will double its spending on Black-owned

Hurricane Katrina in the United States in August

suppliers and leverage its influence to create

2005.10 At the time, it was estimated that 80% of

more roles for Black creators at its

New Orleans was flooded due to the city’s poor

marketing agencies.

infrastructure and engineering policies. Following
• Communities: To help drive long-term

the disaster, the city invested in modern
engineering and sophisticated computer modeling

change, PepsiCo will invest US$20 million

techniques to create the best flood control system

more dollars over the next five years in Black

of any coastal city in the United States.

communities. This includes programs designed

Companies can use times of unrest to assess if they

management training for Black-owned

are prepared to respond, and if not, use their

small businesses.

to provide jobs, nutrition, and mentoring and

learnings to redesign internal processes and
policies to come out stronger than before.

Similarly, yogurt producer Chobani built a

Members of the Business Roundtable, a nonprofit

comprehensive approach to supporting its entire

organization of CEOs from some of the world’s

ecosystem of stakeholders. For instance, to bring

leading brands, have already released a statement

better food to people around the world, the

on the “purpose of a corporation.” The statement

Chobani Incubator provides innovative food and

acknowledges that businesses need to address

beverage startups with grants, mentorship, and

needs such as employee fairness, ethical supply

access to its partner network.13 And in terms of its

chains, and protect and support the communities

own people, Chobani Shares invites all full-time

they work in.

employees the chance to own equity in the

11

company and share in its growth.14
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they’re ready, but it also can help ensure that

can use this position to advocate the needs of

their messages are authentic.

their most important stakeholders and ensure
that the entire organization is positioned to

• Be proactive (when you are ready):

address those needs authentically.

Building an authentic brand typically starts
with living out the espoused values of the

Moving fast and striving for efficiency will always

organization. And when a brand’s values match

be important for businesses, but in times of crisis,

stakeholder values, better solutions can come to

we’re reminded of what’s unchanging—people’s

fruition. So, how can organizations proactively

values. When we pause to reflect on what people

align their values with those of stakeholders? On

need, we can design more sustainable solutions

many executive teams, the CMO is seen as the

that tap into what makes us human—our universal

customer champion (and hopefully, more

need for connection.

broadly, as the human champion).16 The CMO
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The promises we keep—or don’t
When messaging connects to delivery, trust flourishes

T

RUST IS A highly contextualized conversation.

actions spurred them to walk away from the brand

In the C-suite, a CEO may see trust as

in question.

delivering on the promise of bringing

innovative products and services to the market.

With so many complexities, it’s easy to see how

The chief information security officer (CISO) may

brands can easily miss the mark while honing their

view trust in terms of data transparency and

messaging and delivering on promises. In an effort

cybersecurity, and the chief marketing officer

to help brands design messaging that resonates

(CMO) may think of it as brand messaging and

with their stakeholders—and authentically deliver

experience. Outside of the C-suite, trust is

on the promises made—we drew on some key

contingent on what customers—and employees—

insights from our research on trust and human

value the most. But while the meaning of trust

values. In this article, we explore how:

varies by audience, one thing is universally

• Brands can better connect promises with the
products, services, and experiences they can
competently deliver.

constant: When delivery doesn’t meet expectations,
trust breaks down.

• The entire C-suite can breathe the mission of
trust throughout the organization.

COVID-19—like any other crisis—put the spotlight
on the relationship between brand and trust.
That is, a brand’s reputation is determined by the

• Marketers can directly speak to—and
address—the values of their customers,
workforces, and business partners.

connection between what is promised (i.e.,
messaging and advertising) and what is delivered
(i.e., experiences). When the gap between promises
made and what’s delivered widens, trust erodes

Closing the gap between
what we say and what we do

and the bottom line suffers.
How much can this hurt a brand? In April, we
surveyed 2,447 people across eight countries to

People may think highly of your brand, but that

better understand how people perceived—and

doesn’t necessarily predict future behaviors, such

responded to—brands during the early days of

as remaining loyal to or promoting a brand. There

COVID-19. As may be expected, people were highly

are, however, some signals marketers can build

attuned to the negative actions brands took during

into their messaging and actions to measure this

the pandemic, with 66% being able to recall when

relationship and nudge future customer and

brands acted in their own self-interest (e.g., raising

employee behavior. Earlier this year, we surveyed

prices on essential items). Perhaps, though, the

3,000 customers and 4,500 employees in the

biggest loser was the bottom line as more than one-

United States to better understand the link

in-four respondents strongly agreed that such

between trust and decision-making.1
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Making trust matter
for everyone

Through multivariate analysis, we identified four
signals—humanity, transparency, capability, and
reliability—that measure trust and, more
importantly, influence future behavior

At the onset, we noted how trust can mean

(see sidebar, “The HX TrustID” to learn more).

different things to different stakeholders. As such,

Humanity and transparency reflect a brand’s

are aligned takes more than just a good creative

ensuring that a brand’s intentions and competence
intentions while capability and reliability

strategy. It requires a holistic trust strategy that

demonstrate its competency in fulfilling those

consistently elevates the human experience for the

intentions. For marketers seeking to build and

brand’s customers, employees, and business

strengthen brand reputation, this can be translated

partners. For marketers trying to weave multiple

into messaging (intentions) and delivery

dimensions of trust into a single message, this

(competence). Brand messaging should maintain

means zooming out and taking an enterprisewide

transparency in its intentions and reflect its

view of the brand and how it can fully deliver on

humanity. At the same time, the delivery of its

trust (see our trend on Purpose to learn more).

experiences and products needs to be
consistently reliable and capable of doing
what is promised.
By isolating each of these signals and
reviewing how they’re incorporating them
into their messaging and actions, brands

Building trust requires a
coordinated effort between a
number of key functions.

can better identify where they are
operating with trust and which areas they
need to improve upon.

Building trust requires a coordinated effort

We’ve seen in our research that 82% of customers

product development, information security, talent,

are more likely to visit businesses that ensure the

and marketing strategy, among others. However,

safety and well-being of their employees, and 31%

this can be challenging as different functions and

say this is imperative to earn their repeat business

roles are responsible for different activities across

(highest of all customer priorities).2 As such, if

the enterprise (figure 1). While some areas, such as

between a number of key functions, including

brands promise that individual well-being is a

marketing strategy, have a clear owner, others such

priority but make employees work in unsafe

as product road map and corporate culture are

environments, there will naturally be a gap

more democratized across the C-suite.

between stated intentions and competence.
Patagonia, an international outdoor apparel brand,

Some companies are addressing this fragmented

has taken significant measures to transparently tie

trust environment by establishing new roles that

its promise of ethical supply chains—and worker

better encompass the multiple facets of trust. For

conditions—with the delivery of its end products.3

instance, Forcepoint, a cybersecurity company,

With this in mind, every product that is showcased

recently created a chief strategy and trust officer

directly links back to a “Footprint Chronicle” which

role.4 In organizations such as WW (formerly

explains in detail how and where the product was

Weight Watchers), the chief people officer is

made across the supply chain.

responsible for delivering on all parts of the
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Building trust

your organizational goals. If, for example, your
customers value transparent and ethical data

To be able to deliver on their promises and meet

usage, it may be important to incorporate

customers’ evolving value-based needs, brands

straightforward messaging on how your

need to align their intentions with their actions (or

organization will use their data and ensure

competency). And all members of the C-suite—not

systems are in place to protect that data from

just the CMO—need to come together to bring

both cyber risks and invasive data practices.

about this alignment. Here are some steps
leadership can take in this direction:

• Expand the marketer’s toolkit: It’s hard to
deliver on trust when the marketing

• Don’t stay in your lane: While clear functional

department mirrors the skills of an ad agency.

owners exist in most organizations, trust

Delivering holistically on trust requires a wide-

requires collaboration across the C-suite. This

ranging collection of skill sets, including

means developing cross-functional teams that

expertise in product development, analytics,

align on trust-related KPIs, assigning

and a deep understanding of revenue models.

ownership for those KPIs, and developing a
road map for closing the gap between

Trust is the gap between messaging and delivery.

intentions and competency.

The good news: Organizations now have the tools
to close that gap, and in the process, create

• Choose your trust competencies wisely: How

something people wholeheartedly trust to deliver

you demonstrate trust may be conditional on

upon their needs.
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Participation: A two-way street

THE SOCIAL ECOSYSTEMS OF CHINA
In China, many leading brands are developing intricate social strategies that maximize engagement
for both participation activities and customer types. For instance, some platforms are built to
encourage people to upload video tutorials while others work like search engines that pair people
with the most relevant key opinion consumers (e.g., Little Red Book). Among customer types,
younger audiences are gravitating toward interactive platforms such as Bilibili while older individuals
are likely to stick to “what they know.” In all cases, marketing leaders can proactively follow this
blueprint to identify the role each platform can play in crafting their strategies.

Who’s participating:
With age comes passion

participation. Across all forms of engagement, Gen
Z agreed that passion plays a role between 54% and
65% of the time. By comparison, those older than

As many may expect, younger generations interact

25 said passion is relevant 76% to 85% of the

most frequently with brands. Figure 2 shows while

time (figure 3).

Generation Z (ages 18–25) participates in brands at
a rate of 73%, the rate gradually declines to 42% for

Though it’s difficult to say definitively, this trend

people over the age of 45. The gap especially

may be a reflection of the fact that Gen Z grew up

increases for deeper forms of participation, with only

in a digitally native environment while older

7% of people over age 45 developing original content

generations had to actively learn how to navigate

versus nearly 20% of those who are 45 and younger.

various technologies and forums for participation.
Thus, for Gen Z, participation may simply be part
of their core mindset and a natural behavior
while older people may need the extra

We found age is highly
correlated with passion
and engagement. That is,
the older the individual,
the bigger the role passion
plays in participation.

motivation of passion to engage with brands
digitally.
DeWalt, a global tools manufacturer, tapped
into consumer passion by forming an insights
community of 8,000 tradespeople and 4,000
do-it-yourselfers (DIYers).3 DeWalt provides
individuals within this community with tools
to test, say, during a home improvement
project. The ask: customer feedback. DeWalt
estimates this community has saved the
company more than US$6 million in R&D cost.

As we sought to understand why there are
differences in participation by age, one theme

Participation frequency:
The few but mighty

stood out: passion. When we asked respondents if
they engaged in these activities because they were
passionate about a specific brand, product, or

Industries that witness the most engagement are

service, we found age is highly correlated with
passion and engagement. That is, the older the

fairly consistent across the participation spectrum.

individual, the bigger the role passion plays in

Specifically, we see electronics, beauty and personal
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one notable exception—China. As respondents in

relevant blogs too. Or, at the other end of the

China moved to deeper forms of participation,

customer journey, marketers may want to

recognition of one’s expertise rose to become the

encourage people to develop their own video

second-highest motivator, while helping others

tutorials to drive conversions and repeat usage.

dropped to the fourth position. This could reflect
• Create a deeper customer relationship:

the key opinion consumer culture we discussed
earlier. Globally, the implication may be that as

While traditional loyalty approaches (e.g.,

people are provided with more opportunities to

customer relationship management systems

participate, their motivations could evolve to more

and loyalty programs) are often a one-way

personal reasons.

street, participation is unique in its ability to
interactively foster and nurture brand loyalty
and customer advocacy. It enables brand

Making participation
part of your strategy

interactions—and even innovations—to become
a two-way conversation, effectively adding
another layer to the customer relationship.

As participation moves across the spectrum to
• It’s more than just a B2C strategy: B2B

deeper forms of engagement, marketing leaders
can weave these insights—who’s participating,

companies can kindle participation in a similar

where they’re participating the most, and what

manner as their B2C peers. While B2C

motivates them—into their marketing strategy.

companies have always sought customer
feedback, B2B companies can encourage deeper

Here’s what marketers should keep in mind while

forms of participation as well. This can manifest

crafting a strategy that leans into customer

in innovation labs where customers help

participation:

cocreate new products and services or in brands
encouraging customers to advocate on their

• Build a holistic participation plan: It’s

behalf at conferences or through

important to pinpoint where participation can

community forums.

be integrated into your engagement strategy—
this means matching the customer journey to

Engagement is a two-way street and now marketers

the optimal participation platform. For example,

have more opportunities than ever to invite their

building awareness and consideration requires

customers to participate in—and bring life to—their

brands to promote community forums and/or

strategy, products, and services.
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growth and close with a discussion on how chief

car care brand to create a “digitally enabled car-

marketing officers (CMOs) are uniquely positioned

maintenance experience.”3 A data platform

to lead the charge by innovating along with and

created through the ecosystem enables customers
to receive maintenance recommendations and

through the eyes of the customer.

make online reservations to have cars serviced; at
the same time, it enables ExxonMobil to not only

How organizations are
better addressing human
needs through fusion

fuel vehicles but also ensure they are running
safely and effectively.
Whether formed before or during the pandemic,

Through a combination of primary research and

there’s new evidence that these cross-industry,

examples from the field, we explored how brands

cross-boundary partnerships have staying power,

can look beyond what they do today and fuse new

according to C-suite leaders. In our survey, we

partnerships that integrate customer insights and

asked how companies adjusted their business

digital platforms in their innovation road maps to

models to better respond to the pandemic. Though

surprise and delight the people they serve.

entering new business partnerships was a distant
second to digital acceleration initiatives (64%

THE POWER AND PROMISE OF
BUSINESS PARTNERSHIPS

versus 36%), we see evidence that these new

Holistically delivering on human needs often

after the pandemic.

business partnerships have the most staying power

requires a shift in mindset. For brands, it can mean
thinking beyond their own products and services

How do we know this? We asked executives if they

and seeking out partnerships that empower them

would revert to old models or carry on with the

to better serve their stakeholders. The early days of

new models once the pandemic subsides.

the pandemic helped incubate many creative,

Executives across the board—a resounding 78%—

unexpected business partnerships to solve new

indicated that new partnerships would be retained

challenges. Consider the pivot by restaurant dining

to some degree, highest of all business model

app OpenTable, which entered into new

changes (figure 2).

partnerships with a variety of supermarket chains
and other essential businesses to turn a visit to

Whether out of sheer necessity to survive or

grocery and other retail stores into a reservable

because they saw new opportunities, many brands

event. As a result of that collaboration, people

that took the leap and entered into new partnerships

could safely—and predictably—buy essential items

found better ways to more holistically serve people—

without the worry (or hassle) of being caught in

both in the short and long term.

large crowds.2
Beyond the pandemic, there are many examples of

INTEGRATE CUSTOMER INSIGHTS
ACROSS INDUSTRY LINES

companies moving outside of their traditional

It can be difficult to take a comprehensive view of

domains to meet emerging needs, such as

the customer if insights are limited to your

ExxonMobil’s collaboration to create a new car

industry. To gain a more complete picture of

care ecosystem in China. Shifting from traditional

behavior and underlying needs, brands can seek

B2B to a more customer-driven market, ExxonMobil

partnerships that provide complementary views of

partnered with a global tech company and a local

the people they are serving. At its core, it means
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drive innovation efforts (see our Participation

tried at least one of these digital activities for the

trend to learn more). Take the example of

first time (figure 3).

GovConnect, a convergence of digital solutions
that includes a COVID-19 contact-tracking and

ConvergeHEALTH Connect powered by technology

tracing effort. GovConnect enables individuals

platform Zyter is one such example of emerging

to opt in to create a network of their mobility to

digital telemedicine services coming to life during

help pinpoint potential exposure to the virus.5

the pandemic, offering patient video visits,

The public-facing portal—created by leading

virtual “smart” exams with patients, secure

technology companies—also helps participating

file-sharing, and other provider-to-provider

members of the public find community and

collaboration for health care teams.6 Through

government services through customized

multiple cross-industry partnerships,

recommendations. Simultaneously, GovConnect

ConvergeHEALTH Connect helps enable health

helps government leaders and public health

care providers and government health agencies to

officials make better real-time decisions for

digitally triage patients. In addition, it helps

responding to the pandemic.

protect patient privacy while shifting the care of
presumptive cases into the virtual space, provides

In this way, by coalescing insights from customers

the ability to extend critical care virtually using

at a cross-industry intersection of their needs,

digital innovation, and enables providers to

companies can develop solutions that anticipate

efficiently deploy evolving protocols and virtually

and respond to evolving demands.		

consult specialists to advance patients through the
continuum of care.

HARNESS NEW PARTNERSHIPS TO
EXPAND DIGITAL ECOSYSTEMS
While the role and importance of digital
have been exploding for many years now,
the pandemic was a turning point that
drove many organizations to not only
accelerate their move to digital platforms,
but also to find new ways and new
partnerships to address needs through
digital.
To understand these dynamics, we
surveyed 2,447 global consumers to
understand the new ways in which people

Through multiple crossindustry partnerships,
ConvergeHEALTH Connect
helps enable health care
providers and government
health agencies to digitally
triage patients.

are navigating their COVID-19
environment. This included activities such
as shopping for essentials, continuing their work

Amid a new environment where people are

and education, consulting with doctors, and

physically isolated from one another, we found that

connecting with family and friends—all with

the vast majority were largely satisfied with these

minimal human contact and often enabled by

new experiences. Across all categories, at least 53%

cross-industry digital solutions. Interestingly,

found their new digital experiences an adequate

people were more open and willing than ever to

substitute, and about a third even said these

test new solutions during this worldwide digital

digitally native methods were a superior alternative

test drive. Among eight different activities, 82%

to their in-person experiences.
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Accelerating your
fusion journey

a strategy they are responsible for marketing to
customers downstream.
2. Fusion starts with customer needs.

For organizations to tap into the competitive
advantage and bottom-line results of fusion, the

Earlier this year, our analysis found that CMOs

C-suite should shake off its largely operational

are most effective when they own an

mindset and move toward aspirational and

organization’s innovation road map and

innovative partnership strategies that drive future

customer experience.7 It’s no coincidence that

growth. The CMO, as the C-suite executive often

these two aspects go hand in hand—the only

closest to the customer, is uniquely equipped to

way to truly address human need is to look at it

lead the charge of this innovation. Here are two

through the eyes of the customer. CMOs can

recommended actions marketers can take to drive

leverage their insights into customer behavior

the innovation agenda for their organizations:

and expectations to guide the choice of

1. Own the innovation road map. CMOs have

embedding customer feedback into the digital

beneficial business partnerships while
ecosystems they design.

always underplayed their role in driving
innovation, perhaps because they underestimate
the value of their tacit customer knowledge or

Fusion is about reimaging the art of the possible

don’t see peers clamoring for innovation to be

when a company goes beyond its four walls to

part of marketing’s remit. But the pandemic

innovate and create for the people they serve. As

saw the profile of marketing elevated across the

COVID-19 pushes digital innovation to the

C-suite, with executives seeing marketing and

forefront, marketers can help their organizations

sales as the second-most critical function in the

pivot their thinking from “protecting what they

coming months (63%), after digital technology

have” to opening new doors, new partnerships, and

(68%). CMOs are positioned to advise the

new digital platforms that capture their customers’

organization on its innovation strategy and

hearts and minds.

should rise up from being just the “receiver” of
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Marketing disrupted
Four trends turning talent into
a competitive differentiator

O

VER THE LAST few years, the roles of

overwhelmingly turned to AI to automate work

marketing and talent within organizations

(77%). Alternately, only 6% have increased their

have undergone a sea change. By now, it’s

reliance on the gig economy—a possible reflection

apparent that the chief marketing officer (CMO) is

of how gig workers can easily be scaled during

evolving from a brand manager to an enterprisewide

economic downturns (figure 1).

strategic thinker and revenue driver.1 In
parallel, talent discussions across
industries—specifically, changing talent
models—have seen some recurring
themes. These themes may sound
familiar: Artificial intelligence (AI) is
making us faster and smarter workers;
people are opting out of traditional
9-to-5 jobs in favor of the gig economy;
and new paradigms for on-the-job
training and continuous learning are

Marketers need to push
talent transformation to the
forefront of their agenda to
address this accelerated pace
of change.

altering how we grow our skill sets, to
name a few.2 But these aren’t isolated
shifts. To answer the call of the organization and

COVID-19 may be the catalyst that puts these

elevate the role of marketing, marketers should

evolving marketing and talent trends on a new

evolve their talent models in-step with these

trajectory. When we asked executives what are the

evolving trends.

most important functional areas over the next 12
months, they ranked marketing and sales second

Marketers (and heads of other functions) were

(61%), after digital and technology (68%). There is

already incorporating many of these talent trends

also evidence that the CMO’s role may be gaining

in their organizations in varying degrees. But then

momentum. Just 20 months ago, 46% of CMOs

COVID-19 happened. Out of sheer necessity,

had said they had a significant impact on C-suite

organizations were forced to change how they

conversations relating to marketing strategy.3

accomplished work. When we surveyed 405 C-suite

Now, this number has almost doubled to 81%.

United States–based executives in May of this year,
we saw some talent trends accelerate and others

To address this accelerated pace of change,

just starting to emerge. For instance, our survey

marketers need to push talent transformation to

shows that in this new environment, CMOs have

the forefront of their agenda. In this article, we
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customer needs. Building one’s own insourcing

Creative and production talent are two areas that

strategy starts with pivoting from an ad campaign

regularly see fluctuations in terms of organizational

mindset to a more holistic editorial thought

need, often requiring scaling up or down.

process. This requires the marketing team to assess

Encouragingly for marketers, there are multiple

its workflows, technology, and skill sets to

platforms that provide a marketplace for clients to

determine the most efficient and effective means of

directly contract individuals for projects, allowing

delivering content.5

them to scale according to need. Viderity, for
example, relies upon the gig economy to augment a

Based on these assessments, marketers can

variety of skills, such as copyediting.

develop a core team comprising roles that best
reflect their competitive advantage. Traditionally,

The gig economy not only provides marketers a

these roles include those responsible for data

network of contractors, but also offers them a

insights, dynamic content creation, and owned and

platform to source new ideas through

earned media. It’s important to note that bringing

crowdsourcing and innovation contests (see our

key skills in-house does not mean a brand must

trend on Participation). Such contests enable

bring everything inside. For example, Unilever

organizations to solicit new ideas and innovations

created its own in-house digital content function

which they can quickly embed into their products

called U-Studio to manage its day-to-day creative

or experiences.

needs.6 However, when the company needs help
with broader strategic or creative ideas, it looks to

It’s not just the marketers who benefit from the gig

external agencies for help. In this case, Unilever

work model that offers them an efficient and highly

was able to identify where an in-house agency

scalable source of skill sets and ideas; employees

provides the most advantages and where external

too are highly satisfied with this new work

assistance is most beneficial.

environment. In our global consumer survey of
2,447 individuals, where we asked how work

LEVERAGE THE GIG ECONOMY TO
SCALE DOWNSTREAM ACTIVITIES

environments have changed since COVID-19, we
found 14% have entered the gig economy for the

As marketing teams gravitate toward insourcing-

first time. Figure 2 shows these respondents are by

required skill sets, they will likely need to bifurcate

far the most satisfied with their new work

their talent strategy. One prong of this strategy

environments (as compared to their previous

includes the more strategic or analytical roles while

environments). This is especially true of those

the other represents narrower, more tactical

who’ve entered the gig economy in their area of

downstream roles such as graphic design or

expertise. This may be encouraging news for

copyediting. Given the fluctuations in

marketers who’re considering their first foray into

organizational need, marketing is increasingly

the gig economy.

looking for flexible ways to scale downstream
resource for marketers to tap into for specific skill

ELEVATE THE MARKETER, AUTOMATE
THE REDUNDANT TASKS

sets as and when the need arises. Besides, in an

Employing AI for automation is one of the fastest-

increasingly volatile economic environment, the

growing trends in the talent space—and it’s likely

gig economy enables organizations to better

here to stay. When we asked executives how they

manage uncertainty without getting locked into

perceive the longevity of each of these talent trends,

long-term financial commitments.

AI-enabled automation led the lot, with 57%

activities. The gig economy can be an excellent
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The talent journey

assessing where your strengths and weaknesses

Transforming your marketing talent organization

outsourced, consider new models—such as the

lie as a team. If your creative function is mostly
isn’t a static event. Instead, it’s a journey that’s

gig economy—to bring your competitive

unique to each marketing team’s specific skill sets

advantage back inside the four walls of your

and structure. To best capitalize on these trends,

organization. If your content is fairly static, it

consider the following steps:

may make sense to automate the more
redundant work through AI.

• Galvanize leadership commitment: With
• Invest in culture: Marketing can work best

marketing’s position being currently elevated
within the C-suite, there may be no better time

when it responds to customer needs in an agile

than now to evolve talent models. However, it’s

manner. This can require a true shift in the

hard to get started on this exercise if the

cultural mindset—from a layered organization to

leadership doesn’t support upskilling of talent.

one that empowers people to move quickly and

Kick off your journey by enlisting support for

adapt to changing customer needs as they arise.

standing up marketing universities as this will

It also means embedding life-long learning as a

help prepare marketing talent for their elevated

key part of the company culture with a focus on

roles in the organization.

evolving skill sets as needs change.

• Place strategic bets: For most organizations,

A new era of marketing requires a new outlook on

there’s no need to make wholesale changes to

talent. The organizations that do it right can

the existing talent model—marketers can

elevate marketing’s standing within the

simply tweak the current model by placing

organization and even disrupt their industries

strategic bets on some new aspects. Start by

along the way.
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